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UTOPIA. 

we know that something is missing
when we wake up
because we can feel where it would be
like an indentation in the blankets.
when we wake up in the same positions we fell asleep in
that there might be some branch tapping at the window
felicitous
you tuck into me like a shell
that open spiral, 
truer,
in those small movements of your fingers
somewhere i cannot reach
even after an instant of daylight
dissolves any identification with this moment

a branch taps the window
of the room that holds our pulses
and that they modulate each other
and that our loops became vibrations 

we approach an elsewhere
where we might rest, 
make the dreamwriting —
a hopeful palimpsest
to unravel our days
where we stay



gardens.
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What is the name for the activity where something is kept alive
in a place that would, without intervention, destroy it?
How do we contain those fragile things
in a violent place & where is it that we draw the boundary to stop?

cultivate - 1650-55. from Lation “cultus,” to till. see COLONY.
 “cultus” — cultivation, care, attention, worship, attend to.
colony - 1384. French. a Roman settlement. 
 from Lation colere - cultivate , till, inhabit, 
 cognate with Sanskrit
 karsu-s — furrow
 cárati — he moves
Greek télos — end (a turning)
 pólos — axis
Indo-European *kwel — turn

REFUGE.
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A place we made together when we
figured out how to interlock our shields
instead of turning them towards one another, defensive,
we faced them all the same way: up & out, to the sides.
This meant we had no protections
from each other & finally we realized we didn’t need it.
We know we had created an interior
because one of us said that it’s cold outside —
we knew it from inside.
Every ‘almost’ on our exterior drowned
but sweet inside smelled delicately of smoke and we saved our seeds
and counted time to know, similarly, future.

PRIVILEGE.
I am not afraid of my future.
I recognize that liberation may feel like
sacrifice for me because of opportunities & resources 
that have been granted to me at the expense of others.
Most imporantly, privilege is not commensurate with power. 
Because the ring on my finger isolates rather than bridges.



Jean Luc-Nancy, Being Singular Plural





ACCESS. 
It’s not enough to say some spaces are open and some are closed,
because the question of who
may and may not 
pass
is begging for an ask and an answer

in the bible (matthew 16:19), Saint Peter is promised the keys to heaven.
He doesn’t seem bothered by the presumption that 
the gates to paradise are locked - 
why?
To prevent souls from getting in? or to prevent them from leaving?



carobiners.
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Ancient Romans wore keys on rings on their fingers as symbols of wealth — to show publicly that they 
possessed something or things that were worth locking up.

The carobiner is a contemporary equipment of access / accessory for mobility. 

However, instead of showing a socio-economic status, like the rings of the Romans,
carobiners show a wealth of spatial access. Spaces that can become refuges. 
Spaces, that can be locked.

carobiners are contemporary queer markers for translations of idenitty 
that occur when one’s body crosses a threshhold. The clinking sound of the carobiner shows trust —
having a key to a space is a kind of stewardship of that space.
Rarely do all the keys on a keychain grant access to spaces that are the exclusive access of the keyholder.
On the other side of the threshhold is a space that is co-created — that can be a refuge for any of the keyholders, 
specifically because of its emergent qualities which shelter mutiple and complex fluid translations of identity. 

Every room I can enter with a turn of my wrist, lock-and-key, I can be whichever fluid iteration my melting, 
coagulating chrysalis body determines itself — because of how we change together, in conversation, in sharing, 
in listening. 

developed in conversation with JL Simonson



BOUNDARY MAINTENANCE.

At some point, it may become clear that the window is either open, or it is closed.
But, is it ever all the way open?
Or all the way shut?
In my Chicago bedroom, the taped-shut window leaks a draft that moves a soft, cold breath across my face 
all winter long. 

In the same way, it opens in an apparent spectrum across the y-axis.

How do I care for the difference between you and me?
I wash the windows and the garetts. To be honest,

I sometimes would touch you just to make sure you were still there.



SPATIAL ARTICULATION.

Last December I had a string of 
debilitating anxiety attacks while I was
visiting my family at home in Virginia. I have always
felt very comforted by the expansive embrace of the mountains there,
as tehy wrap gently around the horizon,
holding our small human gesutres in their vast context of geologic time.
This time was different. On my walks, the. hills would grow tall,
twisting against gravity in nauseating hurdles. 
I could barely keep my balance.
Through these recurring hallucinations, I could only manage
to stay grounded by shifting my attention to my hearing. Sometimes 
the rustle of my clothing or the clatter of rocks,
or something futher from me — 
a chickadee or a stick snapping in the woods.



clicks, hums, echoes.
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i was in vermont in november
in the late afternoon’s absolute darkness, I would test
the room by
clicking or humming at different pitches
to find the frequency at which the framework vibrated.
i longed for snow to absorb the sounds.
in my small bedroom, the rustle of a turning a page
echoed rudely back to me.
My test clicks and hums fluttered, curving in space
away from my body.
I don’t know which direction I faced.



SUSTENANCE & DEPLETION.
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we used to say, “day in, day out.”
In a gray place there isn’t certainty of any of those —
day, in or out.

we were trained to conceive time
in futures that could be bought, sold or traded, 
or monthly paychecks —
seven generations, an exotic echo.
meanwhile our bodies change,
for the most part sinking, graying, 
interiors become exteriors as
our mouths open
tongues become more difficult
to retain.

all complex systems have some kind of input
we used to know ours came from the soil
now we use our lolling, swollen tongues to learn new phrases -
“supply chain” “market price”
dairy farmers pour out gallons of milk;
acres of onions, uneaten, rotting

sustain like hold a note.
when is it fullest?
(in orchestras, for scores featuring very long sustained notes,
individual instrumentalists may arrange
to trade off
taking breaths,
to produce an unbroken sound. one 
cannot perform this alone.)



envelope.

licks,
tears,
folds

i coat myself in quilts and towels 
to swallow notions of
warblers, thrushes, crinkling cellophane, sirens
travelling air pressure

Attack Sustain Decay Release
pull the blanket around my ears hard, til I shake with the force
then my fists grow too tired and I have to let go, surrounded



MUTUALITY  ·  LISTENING

every travelling packet of air pressure that reaches me maybe also reaches you.

I bring you ginger tea with honey, apricots
you bring me a magic 8 ball

we lay separately in blankets that only recently
housed our overlapping limbs, co-modulated pulses, our microbiomes growing 
powerful amongst each other 

(I got so sick when I moved to chicago 
revolving doors and elevators
droplets
my body just as constituted by vapors
as my seeds now are dependent on me)

we nourish and poison each other

the exercise where you and your partners sit back to back and must rise together without using hands

i inhaled your exhales 
you never had halitosis, your breath always smelled like clover



click play.

orchestra musicians breathe in tandem,
rely on one another to tune.

my grandmother calls me and
i am close to her words as your face is to cliffside 
when you climb,
we know we may not pass this way again.

redwing blackbirds stir me at 2,3,4 am.
they hear one another; they think the streetlight is the sun.

you and me only communicate with photographs and 
recordings of our voices. there are no no rustles, clicks or cracks.
we  perform into the bedroom mirror and our
uncovered walls repeat our words back to us.

i am talking about
all of us letting 
our thoughts and impulses move
downstream
and idlehandedly
observing
time
pass

marked with an other’s expression
without need for any wondering or response
letting vibration pass plainly through the air, unframed,
then gone.



THRESHHOLDS.






